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What is this about?

- account identity system Bluesky built for atproto

- where DID PLC fits in to that

- how it is going in production

- ideas for governance and credibility

- other aspects of broader adoption



Backstory: Goals

- open/libre protocol

- credible exit

- own your identity and data

- foundation for new apps



DIDs





How PLC works



Using the identity system

- DID PLC is general purpose, not atproto-specific

- DID metadata: "also known as", keys, service URLs

- handle system not specific to PLC; or atproto in theory

- all PLC ops permanently public, even after DID tombstone

- handles work with sub-domains, don't require registration

- Bluesky user control of PLC finally enabled this week



How is it working?

January 2024:

   3,090,702 total accounts

   5 did:web (all others did:plc)

   47,588 (1.54%) custom domain handle (not *.bsky.social)

Today: over 5 million / 13 GByte database

database: db.m6i.4xlarge: 16 vCPU / 64 GB RAM, $670/month

VMs: few c6a.large: 2 vCPU / 4 GB RAM, $36/month

130 reads/sec, p95: 2.4ms

12 writes/min, p95: 20ms



(scale numbers)



(retracted ops)



Governance and Trust



Directory Trust / Threat Model

1. entirely remove DID

2. selectively redact existing ops

3. selectively reject or delay new ops

4. manipulate timestamps



Existing Mitigations

- audit log API endpoint

- snapshots to archive.org



Idea: Dedicated Org / Consortium

- social solution to social concern

- existence proof: Let's Encrypt (EFF/ISRG)

- likely!



Idea: Transparency Log

- Certificate Transparency

- WebSocket

- observer consortium?

- likely!



Idea: Closed Blockchain 

- less likely



Idea: Read Replicas

- builds on log

- performance, scale, reliability

- client choice

- public "pool" consortium

- likely!



Idea: Write Proxies

- proxy witnesses submission of ops

- client choice

- combines with log and read-replicas

- maybe



Idea: Multi-Writer Consortium

- builds on logs, replicas

- sharded, like a DHT

- clients: stateful or naive

- maybe



Other Adoption Pieces

- demos and example projects

- client libraries

- rotation key management

- formal standardization (IETF / W3C)



authn / authz

- service auth: JWTs, UCANs

- OAuth, IndieAuth, OIDC

- "Login with Handle"



Go Experiment!

@bnewbold.net / @bnewbold@social.coop

https://web.plc.directory/ 

https://github.com/bluesky-social/proposals/tree/main/0004-oauth

https://atproto.com/specs/did 

mailto:bnewbold@social.coop
https://web.plc.directory/
https://github.com/bluesky-social/proposals/tree/main/0004-oauth
https://atproto.com/specs/did

